
Framed by  
 

 

Showcasing its unique connection with the world of cinema, an exclusive new capsule 

and dedicated campaign celebrates Persol’s role as a protagonist, both on- and off-

screen: Introducing Framed by Persol.  

Re-envisioning iconic Persol designs worn by generations of stars, nine new sun and 

optical shapes frame the multifaceted character of two young actors with their eyes set 

on the red carpet: cue Lorenzo Zurzolo and Gaïa Weiss.  

In a series of quirky 15 second cuts inspired by the cult 80s hit Cocktail, starring Tom 

Cruise, and award-winning film Somewhere by Sofia Coppola, Gaïa and Lorenzo capture 

the mood of iconic scenes from a contemporary viewpoint, rigorously Framed by Persol. 

Because in filmmaking, the frame is everything, and when it comes to the world of 

cinema, Persol has always framed its vision in inimitable style.   

Spontaneous and captivating, the filming of each short is designed to work on both 

conceptual and figurative levels. Playing with stylistic and temporal juxtapositions, sleek 

design and natural light to embody the effortless attitude of Persol with eye-catching 

immediacy, while carefully selected props to create subtle links to cult movies from the 

past. Playful, fast paced and at times ironic, the creative camera work alternates split 

screen, single frame or close-up formats to capture the different angles of each frame 

and the gazes of the actors who wear, and act them.  

And when it comes to marking the cinema-inspired identity of the Framed by Persol 

collection, dedicated temple inscriptions and metal film-reels on the temple tips add an 

exclusive collection signature to each crafted acetate frame, while a symbolic palette of 

classic black or velvety translucent red evokes original cinema seats and the flash-bulb 

ready, head-to-foot glamor of red-carpet events. Finally, a custom box makes sure that 

even the packaging has VIP status.   

Take a seat and join us as we deep-dive into the world of cinema: Framed by Persol, take 

one.  

  



 
 
The Actors 

Lorenzo Zurzolo 

  

 

 

“As I see it, Persol frames the essence of 

an actor – defining his/her every look with 

distinctive personality, meticulously 

crafted accents and effortlessly natural 

style. The perfect balance of classic design 

and charisma, every frame has its own 

character, with signature Persol attitude, 

so whichever way you choose to wear it, it 

tells a story. And this is what makes Persol 

so perfect for the world of cinema.”

Young, talented, and incredibly charismatic, Lorenzo Zurzolo is no stranger to the world 

of the bright lights. Born in Rome in the first year of the new millennium, he made his 

theatre début at just 14, bursting onto the scene of film and television soon after. And 

from then on, there was no turning back – from a Nastro D’Argento and Premio Kineo for 

his role in full-length Italian film productions to main parts in top rating television series, 

Lorenzo’s prolific career has earned him critical acclaim in Italy and abroad, and he is 

definitely not taking a back seat anytime soon. In the new Framed by Persol campaign, he 

plays with three scenes from the 80s blockbuster, Cocktail, shaking up Tom Cruise’s cult 

role with fresh attitude, an Italian twang, and irresistible charm.  

Gaïa Weiss 

 

“Working with a brand so deeply rooted in 

the world of film is a great honour, 

especially because Persol just always fits, 

embodying every role with absolute 

authenticity without ever losing its 

distinctive identity. This, for me, is the 

perfect metaphor and highest ambition of 

any great actor.”



 
 

Already well-acquainted with the red carpet, Gaïa Weiss brings her rich cultural 

background and multifaceted beauty to every role she plays. Growing up between Paris 

and London, to date Gaïa’s acting career features key roles in both full-length films and 

critically acclaimed series, including an award-winning part in «Méandre» by Mathieu Turi 

and that of protagonist in Agnieszka Lukasiak’s drama «Victims». Recently, she has 

added a new feather to her hat, beginning her own exploration of the territory that lies on 

other side of the camera by creating her own production company, Atman Productions.  

For the new Framed by Persol series, Gaïa reinterprets three scenes from Sofia Coppola’s 

award-winning film Somewhere, infusing the complex character of Cleo with a 

glamorous sense of sophistication, framed from unexpected points of 

The Collection 

A mix of semi-bold shapes, softened contours and geometric designs, the Framed by 

Persol collection captures the gaze of cinematic style from from every possible angle. 

Catering to all genders with accentuated or gender-neutral designs, the range embodies 

the multifaceted character of contemporary life, just as the world of cinema reflects its 

cultural spirit. And in turn, the intense palette, exclusive temple inscriptions and film-reel 

temple tips, as well as custom packaging, highlight the connoisseur-inspired allure of 

every Framed by Persol model.  

  

PO3O07V 

“There are the observers. And those who are observed” 

Windows to the soul, the deeper curved contours of this characterful frame captures the 

essence of expressive style, redefining the essential lines of modern design with eclectic 

creativity. Enhanced with fine, high-set temples and both integrated flex hinges and 

trademark Meflecto mechanism, the light frame offers the ultimate in personalized 

comfort, modern color options add nuanced appeal.  



 
 

 

 PO3231S 

“There are those who see. And those who want to be seen.” 

Modelled on the celebrity allure of screen stars from the 80's, this stand-alone style pays 

tribute to feminine expression with crafted Persol details and a perfectly tailored fit. 

Contouring the bold butterfly shape with soft bevel brows, comfort fit nose pads and 

tapered Meflecto temples for enhanced comfort, the velvety nuance of translucent red or 

patent-leather polish of classic black color options define its diva-worthy glamour.  

 

PO3268S 

“There is what we desire. And what others desire from us.” 

Born to be a star: from poolside cocktails to the laid-back shirt-over-jeans nonchalance 

of everyday protagonists, a flawless blend of 80s star attitude and red-carpet glamor 

define the sensual androgeny of this must-have new shape. Flaunting the exclusive 

collection temple signature and a dedicated film-reel temple tip, the premium acetate 

frame comes in cinema-inspired translucent red or polished black with dark crystal 

lenses, polished Persol Arrows and trademark Meflecto mechanisms make sure the semi-

bold profile is always a perfect fit.  

  



 
 

 

PO3O12V 

“It’s all about how you frame it. How you create your vision of the world.” 

A classic, with just the right amount of charisma: framing the youthful ambition of 

contemporary style, this optical look goes from the business drinks to a photo shoot in a 

blink. Constantly reinvented yet always original, Persol refreshes the easy to wear 

rectangle with a softened, genderless profile, creating a look that needs no explanation. 

Crafted from premium quality acetate, the frame comes in the collection’s signature 

tones of translucent red or classic black, with dedicated temple inscriptions and film-reel 

tips for a VIP take on everyday style.  

 

PO3272S 

“It’s all about how you frame it. How you set up your own stage.” 

Bold, yet restrained, perfectly balanced volumes and high-definition tones frame the 

powerful personality of this shape-driven look. Destined to become an icon of style, its 

rigorous fusion of A-personality design and timeless class has everything it takes to 

become a contemporary star. And true to form, the polished black frame and signature 

Framed by Persol temples, film-reel tips and Persol Arrow hinges give it trademark red-

carpet status.   

  



 
 

 

PO3275V 

It’s all infinitely connected.  A place where aesthetic and cinema are one. And together, 

make the seventh art. 

From Marcello Mastroiani to Bradley Cooper, a strong sense of style has always defined 

the award-winning vision of Persol ambassadors from the world of cinema – and this 

optical look is no exception. Designed for true connoisseurs, the streamlined profile 

updates a classic square with contemporary character, making it deeper, wider and finer 

without sacrificing original details. Available in passepartout black, it features exclusive 

Framed by Persol temples with a film-reel accent on one tip and comes packaged in a 

custom design box.  

 

PO3281S 

They complete life away from reality, They merge into a different point of view, That 

everyone can recreate for themselves. 

Never banal, modern geometric angles and invisible performance features update an 

original Persol shape with the creative eclecticism of new generation icons. Changing 

character at will, this genderless acetate frame is perfectly calibrated to fit whatever role 

you pick with impeccable contemporary style. Available in classic black, sophisticated flex 

Arrow hinges, premium crystal lenses and exclusive Framed by Persol temples and 

packaging add VIP appeal.  

 



 
 

 

PO3281V 

They merge into a different point of view, That everyone can recreate for themselves. 

Striking an unexpected angle, fine geometric lines highlight the expressive profile of 

contemporary optical design that is never afraid to raise a brow or two. Reworking the 

compact proportions of a vintage Persol panthos shape, this perfectly calibrated optical 

frame offers genderless appeal, with high-performance flex hinges on fine tapered 

temples for a light, personalized fit and a classic black colorway that captures the 

universal vision of new generation style icons. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
About Persol: 
https://www.Persol.com 
Facebook.com/Persol  
Twitter.com/PersolEyewear  
Instagram: @persol 
 
Luxottica Group S.p.A. 
Luxottica is a leader in the design, manufacture and distribution of fashion, luxury and sports eyewear. Its portfolio includes 
proprietary brands such as Ray-Ban, Oakley, Vogue Eyewear, Persol, Oliver Peoples and Alain Mikli, as well as licensed 
brands including Giorgio Armani, Burberry, Bulgari, Chanel, Coach, Dolce&Gabbana, Ferrari, Michael Kors, Prada, Ralph 
Lauren, Tiffany & Co., Valentino and Versace. The Group’s global wholesale distribution network covers more than 150 
countries and is complemented by an extensive retail network of approximately 9,200 stores, with LensCrafters and Pearle 
Vision in North America, OPSM, LensCrafters and Spectacle Hut in Asia-Pacific, GMO and Óticas Carol in Latin America, 
Salmoiraghi & Viganò in Italy and Sunglass Hut worldwide. Additional information on the Group is available at 
www.luxottica.com 


